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ABSTRACT

Synaptic connections in the auditory system change throughout life
in response to the changing acoustic environment. These changes help to
compensate for sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) and the consequent
impairment of high-frequency hearing by enhancing the efficiency of
synaptic transmission of low-frequency signals. They also help to compensate for the inevitable deterioration in the central auditory system that occurs
with normal aging even without clinically significant hearing loss. However,
in many cases the neuroplastic changes are insufficient to maintain optimal
speech comprehension. Indeed, the enhanced transmission of low-frequency
phonetic cues that occurs with longstanding SNHL may interfere with a
patient’s ability to use the high-frequency phonetic cues that are restored by
hearing aids. Adaptive perceptual training using tasks that require highfrequency phonetic cue processing can drive neuroplastic change in auditory
cortex to improve speech discrimination. The authors tested the benefits of
at-home personal computer-based phoneme identification training in new
hearing aid (HA) users and found that it produced significant benefit in
phoneme identification by reducing phonetic confusions and enhancing the
patient’s abilities to identify previously difficult syllables. Perceptual training
is a promising and cost-effective tool for enhancing speech perception in
HA users who have difficulty in understanding everyday speech.
KEYWORDS: Computer-based training, hearing aids, speech perception,

phonemes, neuroplasticity, adaptive learning

Learning Outcomes: As a result of this activity, the participant will be able to (1) describe the neuroplastic
changes that occur in phoneme perception as a result of hearing loss, and (2) explain how perceptual training can
reverse these changes to improve aided speech perception.
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T

he auditory cortex adapts to the acoustic
environment throughout life.1 This adaptation
is mediated in part by synaptic flux that occurs in
association with the growth and retraction of
dendritic spines whose half-life is measured in
months,2 and by dendrites that change more
slowly.3 Such changes adapt the auditory cortex
to its acoustic environment.4 They underlie the
specialization of the auditory cortex for processing of phonemes in the native language including optimizing the during early development.5
The high-frequency sensorineural hearing
loss (SNHL) that often accompanies aging6 has
a profound cognitive consequences impact on
communication because high-frequency speech
cues are critical for consonant discrimination,
especially in the presence of noise.7 Speech
understanding in noise can be measured by
presenting spoken sentences at comfortable
listening levels with varying degrees of concurrent masking noise. For example, the Hearing
in Noise Test (HINT) presents sentences with
speech-spectrum noise and adjusts the signalto-noise ratios (SNRs) to define speech reception thresholds (SRTs) where 50% of sentences
are accurately reported.8 In young adults with
normal hearing, SRTs average roughly 3.0 dB.
Because accurate report of whole sentences in
noise improves by 6 to 9% depending on
sentence predictability,9 young adults reach
effective communication levels (i.e., 90 to 95%
sentence recognition) at SNRs of þ 2 to þ 6
dB. Even with hearing aids, patients with
SNHL require SNRs that are 8 to 10 dB higher
than those of young adults with normal hearing.10 This implies that effective communication levels for patients with SNHL would be
reached at SNRs of þ 10 to þ 16 dB. Because
the SNR of everyday speech averages þ 8 dB,11
patients with SNHL often find themselves in
difficult listening conditions. The problem is
not primarily inaudibility: Although hearing
aids can improve SRTs in quiet by 8 to 10
dB, standard hearing aids provide only minimal
benefit (1 to 2 dB) in noisy environments.12
The use of hearing aids with directional microphones may provide greater benefit (up to 5 dB)
when signal and noise are spatially separated.13
SNHL patients with high-frequency hearing loss show evidence of the beneficial effects
of central nervous system (CNS) neuroplasti-

city when processing speech. In the absence of
reliable high-frequency speech cues, their
speech perception makes greater use of lowfrequency cues such as duration of voicing14
and the relative intensity of consonant and
vowel segments.15 Despite such neuroplastic
change, speech discrimination may remain impaired because the low-frequency speech cues
alone are often insufficient to understand
speech, particularly in noisy listening conditions. Moreover, overreliance on the use of
low-frequency phonetic cues may limit the
benefit to speech processing that occurs when
HAs restore high-frequency phonetic information.
Normal aging, even in the absence of
hearing loss, is associated with inevitable
changes in central auditory processing areas.
Small white-matter lesions are found in 90%
of the population by ages 65 to 75.16 There is
also significant cortical thinning,17 and alteration in the structural properties of the cortex
that occur primarily after the age of 40.18
Within the auditory system, alterations in synaptic processing, reductions in nerve conduction velocity, alterations in inhibitory
neurotransmission, and disruptions of temporal
processing can be detected in central auditory
pathways; and are associated with age-related
declines in speech perception.19 Older adults
with clinically normal hearing display a variety
of hearing impairments as well as impairments
in other auditory functions.20,21 Among the
most debilitating functional deficits are impairments in speech perception in noice: Older
adults without clinically significant hearing
loss require SNRs that are typically 3 to 5 dB
higher than those of young adults to reach
comparable asymptotic levels of speech comprehension.22
Changes within the CNS contribute to
hearing impairments in SNHL as shown in a
schematic model in Fig. 1. In the young adult
with normal hearing, the full complement of
neural connections from the cochlea, through
subcortical structures, to the auditory cortex
are fully functional as shown in the top panel.
The connections from auditory cortex to the
auditory association areas that are responsible
for phoneme identification are also intact. In
the older adult with normal hearing, neural
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Figure 1 Information flow from the cochlea to phoneme processing regions in auditory association cortex as a
function of normal aging and hearing impairment. Cochlea and auditory cortex show tonotopic organization from
low to high frequency as (black to light gray). Solid lines indicate functional information flow; broken lines indicate
impaired connections.

connections are lost due to random neuronal
and synaptic loss that occurs with aging. Only
slightly less reducing information is available
for phonetic discriminations. In contrast, in
the older individual with significant SNHL,
there is a large reduction in high-frequency

cochlear output and consequently reduced
high-frequency information transmitted to
the auditory cortex. Because of reduced output
from high-frequency auditory cortical areas,
the strength of high frequency connections to
speech processing centers is reduced and the
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strength of low-frequency connections is correspondingly increased. Finally, when an older
hearing-impaired individual is given HAs that
amplify high-frequency sounds, much of the
high-frequency information arriving in the
auditory cortex is restored. However, the projections from auditory cortex to auditory association cortex retain their low-frequency bias
due to the earlier neuroplastic changes consequent to longstanding high-frequency hearing
loss. If the aided hearing-impaired individual
is to optimize the use of restored high-frequency
information, these neuroplastic changes must be
reversed.
Unfortunately, HA use alone may be relatively ineffective. Changes in synaptic strength
appear to follow the Hebbian principle that
‘‘neurons that fire together, wire together.’’23
Thus, conditions needed for rewiring would
primarily occur in conditions where high-frequency – but not low-frequency – phonetic cues
would enable correct phonetic discrimination.
Merely wearing a HA does not correct this
problem because high- and low-frequency
cues are highly correlated in normal listening
conditions. As a result, correct discriminations
would maintain connections for low-frequency
cues, rather than weakening them and
strengthening connections for high-frequency
cues. Indeed, because the patient may actively
avoid difficult listening situations where successful understanding requires the use of highfrequency cues, the conditions necessary to
force high-frequency cue use may rarely occur.
Moreover, even in difficult listening situations,
error feedback is delayed and indirect, and
hence suboptimal for driving neuroplastic
change.24

PERCEPTUAL TRAINING WITH
CONSONANT–VOWEL AND
VOWEL–CONSONANT SYLLABLES
We therefore evaluated the effects of perceptual
training on speech processing in patients with
SNHL using a training regimen designed to
force the use of high-frequency speech cues.25
We used a syllable identification task in lowfrequency speech-spectrum noise and provided
immediate performance feedback after each
trial.

The study participants were 50- to 80year-old male HA users, with mild-to-moderate, symmetrical, gradually sloping, high-frequency SNHL. The immediate training (IT)
group began 8 weeks of nonsense syllable identification training within one week of receiving
their HAs. The delayed training (DT) group
served as untrained controls for the first 8 weeks
after receiving their HAs, and then began
training. Participants trained in a quiet location
in their homes using a multimedia personal
computer (PC) equipped with calibrated loudspeakers and listened through their HAs. Each
training trial included (1) the audio presentation of a syllable in noise, (2) a visual list of
possible response alternatives, (3) a numericalkeypad response selection, and (4) immediate
visual feedback indicating that the response was
correct, or that it was incorrect along with the
identity of the correct syllable. The signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) varied adaptively, decreasing
by 1 dB following each correct response and
increasing by 1 dB following each incorrect
response. Daily training lasted 35 to 70 minutes
depending on the response speed. Following
each training session, the automatically connected PC to the Internet and uploaded the
training data to the laboratory computer to
assure training compliance. The participants
trained 5 days per week for 8 weeks.
Syllable sets were selected from the City
University of New York Nonsense Syllable Test
(NST),7 and mixed with speech-spectrum noise
was used to mask low-frequency phonetic cues.
Stimuli were consonant–vowel (CV) syllables
composed of all combinations of nine unvoiced
consonants (/ch/, /f/, /h/, /k/, /p/, /s/, /sh/, /t/,
/th/) and three vowels (/a/, /i/, /u/), and the
vowel–consonant (VC) syllables composed of
all combinations of the same three vowels with
nine voiced consonants (/b/, /d/, /g/, /m/, /n/,
/ng/, /TH/, /v/, /z/). Two male and two female
talkers recorded six examples of each of the
54 syllables. Training was done with one male
and one female voice and incorporated random
exemplar selection. Training and testing procedures were implemented using Presentation
software, version 9.0 (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc./Cortech Solutions, Albany, CA).
Procedures and materials can be downloaded
from www.neuroexpt.com.
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Test sessions were conducted in the laboratory to determine the efficacy of the training.
Testing in the laboratory was performed in a
sound-treated test room with signals presented
at 0 and 10 dB SNR using all four voices.
Participants were tested unaided before they
received HAs, and aided thereafter. Aided tests
were done upon receipt of HAs and after 1, 2, 4
and 8 weeks of training in the immediate training (IT) group or after normal hearing aid use
in the delayed training (DT) group. At that
point, the DT group began training and performed laboratory test sessions after 1, 2, 4, and
8 weeks of training. Both the IT and DT
groups also returned for a final test session
8 weeks after their completion of training to
measure retention of the training gains. Performance feedback was not provided during
testing sessions.
Fig. 2 shows the changes of NST scores
relative to the initial unaided performance.
There are two ordinates in Fig. 2 to clarify
the magnitude of the training effects. The right
ordinate shows the change in percent correct

relative to unaided performance, while the left
ordinate shows a conversion of percentage NST
scores to dB SNR levels.7 Mean initial (unaided) NST score averaged 34.3% over syllables
delivered at 0 and þ 10 dB. This score increased
by 6.0% after the participants were initially
fitted with HAs.
The effects of the training (solid lines) are
seen in weeks 1 to 8 for the IT group and weeks
9 to 16 for the DT group. During training,
highly significant gains were seen for both the
IT (10.6%) and DT (8.8%) groups. There was
also a small (2.4%) performance improvement in
the absence of training (weeks 1 to 8 for the DT
group, dashed line) that likely reflected increased familiarity with the NST procedures
and possibly some acclimatization to the
HAs.26 The gains in performance due to adaptive training significantly exceeded the improvement due to hearing amplification. Moreover,
although the gain for untrained voices (8.0%)
was less than that for trained voices (11.5%),
the improvement for untrained voices was still
robust and significant. Similarly, there were

Figure 2 Difference in Nonsense Syllable Test scores (right ordinate) relative to unaided scores for immediate
training (IT) and delayed training (DT) groups. The dB scale on the left is computed from percentage change in the
conversion factor of 1.57%/dB from Dubno and Levitt.7 The IT group trained for the first 8 weeks, while the DT
group acted as a control group during weeks 1 through 8 and then trained from weeks 9 through 16. Standard
errors are shown for each point.
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Figure 3 Stimulus/response matrices for the initial aided Nonsense Syllable Test performance. Matrices are
averaged over immediate training and delayed training groups, and averaged over syllables incorporating the three
different vowels used in training. Each column gives the percentage response distribution for one consonant with
the area of the circle indicating the response percentage.

significant training gains at both 0 and 10 dB
SNR. Finally, the IT and DT groups retained
training gains, showing no significant performance decrement on retention testing at 8 weeks
post-training.
Perceptual training and HA use produced a
different pattern of improvement as a function
of SNR: Training benefits were greater at 10
than at 0 dB SNR, whereas HA benefit showed
the opposite pattern. This is consistent with the
general idea that HAs provide greater benefits
for speech perception at low intensity in quiet
and lesser benefits at higher noise levels. Less
HA benefit at the higher SNR also was expected because more speech cues would already
be audible in the unaided condition. Greater
training benefit for more audible stimuli is
consistent with the view that perceptual training enabled HA users to make better use of
speech cues that were audible at the higher
SNR.
Further understanding of gains due to HA
use and perceptual training can be derived from
a more detailed analysis of consonant confusions. Figure 3 shows the stimulus-response
matrices for the unaided condition. In these
plots, perfect consonant recognition would produce large circles restricted to the diagonal;
random guessing would produce uniform small
circles throughout the matrix; and specific confusions would produce larger circles off the
diagonal. Comparison of the two panels of
Fig. 3 shows poorer performance on VCs
(left) than CVs (right), as expected with the

NST.7 The pattern of responses for any particular phoneme is reflected on these graphs.
For example, the CV panel on the right of
Fig. 3 shows that the participants were relatively accurate for /p/, /t/, /k/, /ch/, /s/ and /sh/
identification, but initially showed poor identification of /b/, /m/, /TH/, /h/, /th/, and /f/
phonemes.
Figure 4 shows the benefits for HA amplification (top) and training (bottom) with increases represented by the areas of black circles
and decreases by the areas of gray circles. Here,
black circles on the diagonal and gray off
the diagonal represent performance gains, while
gray circles on the diagonal and black circles off
the diagonal represent performance losses. Both
HAs and training yielded performance gains:
All of the points on the diagonals are black and
most points off the diagonals are gray. Large
HA benefits were found for the phonemes that
were already well recognized, i.e., /p/, /t/, /k/,
/ch/, /s/ and /sh/ in CVs, and /d/, /g/ and /z/ in
VCs. Conversely, HAs produced little benefit
for the most difficult phonemes, i.e., /f/, /th/
and /h/ in CVs, and /b/, /v/, /TH/ and /m/ in
VCs.
In contrast, training produced large benefits
for difficult phonemes, i.e., /f/, /th/, and /h/ for
CVs, and /b/, /TH/, and /m/ for VCs. In
addition, training also improved the discriminability of easier phonemes /t/ and /sh/ as reflected
in the significant reduction in false identifications of both phonemes (rows 2 and 8), i.e.,
reductions in the likelihood of reporting /sh/
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Figure 4 Changes in stimulus/response matrices due to hearing amplification (top) and due to perceptual
training (bottom). Circle area shows difference in percentages for each point. Black ¼ increase and gray ¼
decrease. Averaged over vowels and immediate training/delayed training groups.

when /ch/ was presented and /t/ when /p/, /k/,
/th/ or /h/ occurred.
These results suggest that the benefit of
HAs without training was restricted to improving the audibility of currently used speech cues,
whereas perceptual training extended and
modified speech cue use to increase the detectability of hard to hear phonemes, and reduced
phonetic confusions. In other words, perceptual
training helped the participants identify and
discriminate phonemes that had previously
been most difficult for them, while hearing
amplification provided benefit primarily for
those phonemes that were already relatively
easy to discriminate. These results suggest
that perceptual training and hearing amplification provide complementary benefits to hearing
aid users. This is consistent with the observation that training benefits were larger for adults
with relatively greater initial impairments in
NST scores, and tended to be larger for older
than for younger adults.

Generalization of Training Benefit
A central question not addressed in the aforementioned study was the degree to which

training benefits generalize to improved discrimination of conversational speech. Consider the sentence ‘‘He came in fifth.’’
Boothroyd and Nittrouer27 performed a careful study in which they modeled context effects
on syllable, word, and sentence processing.
They found that the comprehension of highcontext sentences containing four consonant–
vowel–consonant (CVC) words was essentially
zero at SNRs where only 25% of the individual
phonemes could be correctly identified in nonsense CVCs, but rose rapidly to nearly 100% at
SNRs where only 80% of the phonemes could
be identified in nonsense CVCs. A comparison of the results in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 suggest
that the participant’s ability to identify the
phonemes /h/, /m/, /f/ and /th/ were approximately doubled by training with relatively
smaller improvements seen for the identification of /k/ and /n/. In the trained group, the
accurate perception of the initial word ‘‘He’’
would provide a facilitatory context for interpreting the words ‘‘came in’’ that would further
benefit from improved discrimination of the
phonemes /k/, /m/ and /n/ due to training.
Finally, the context provided by the first three
words would facilitate the understanding of
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the final word, ‘‘fifth’’ that would further
benefit from increases in the identification of
both the /f/ and the /th/, and possibly enhance
within-word context effects derived from the
improved detection of the initial phonemes.28
Phoneme identification training produced improvements in consonant identification performance that were equivalent to a 6 dB
increase in SNR. If these improvements generalized to the identification of trained consonants in the test sentence, a similar
improvement would be expected in SRT because the comprehension threshold (i.e., the
SNR where 80% of the phonemes would be
recognized in nonsense syllables) would depend on the identification threshold for the
more difficult phonemes (e.g., /h/, /th/, /m/,
and /f/). Thus, perceptual training might convert a sentence that is difficult for a hearingimpaired listener to understand even in a quiet
living room into a message that could be
perceived even in less favorable listening situations.
Because of the context-dependency of
speech processing and the fact that only a
portion of phonemes in a sentence can mediate
understanding, hearing-impaired listeners will
be relatively unimpaired when listening to
common and predictable phrases, but will
have difficulty processing uncommon words
or phrases that are inconsistent with expectations. Thus, hearing loss can contribute to a
false impression of diminished vocabulary and
reduced intellectual flexibility. In addition, the
hearing-impaired individual’s overdependence
on context would be associated with chronically increased processing effort with corresponding cognitive costs in terms of reduced
verbal short-term memory and impaired retention.29,30 Improving phoneme identification skills would be expected to improve both
understanding and short-term memory, a particularly important benefit for older adults who
may have additional impairments in memory
function.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Ultimately, the impact of perceptual training
must be evaluated in conditions that mimic,
as closely as possible, normal conversational

listening. The most practical solution is to
measure the benefits of perceptual training
using comprehensive sentence testing administered before and after perceptual training.
Perceptual training entails conflicting demands: Training itself must be as focused as
possible and it must maintain optimal conditions for perceptual learning with difficult discriminations performed with immediate
feedback.31,32 However, the likelihood that
the benefits of syllable identification will generalize to sentence processing should be increased by the use of training sets with
increased stimulus variability.33 The isolated
CVs and VCs in the study described above
provided only a limited range of the consonant
and vowel variability present in connected discourse. Studies are now underway to determine
if more complex phonetic sequences produce
greater benefit.
Another unresolved question concerns
the degree to which training should be targeted to the phonetic discriminations that are
likely to be most seriously impaired following
SNHL. On the one hand, training focused on
the identification of the most difficult phonemes would be expected to produce the
largest phoneme-specific benefits. On the
other hand, even modest improvements in
the ability to identify easier phonemes (including vowels) might be expected to provide
large increases in the ability to understand
sentences because of the importance of easy
phoneme discriminations in establishing sufficient context for sentence understanding in
difficult listening situations. Performance
might also benefit from enhancing the processing of other cues used in normal conversation. For example, training to identify speech
sounds at one location when noise is present
at other locations.34 Another potential addition to auditory training is to provide coordinated visual input to improve lip reading skills
using multimodal video/auditory stimulus delivery. This might prove particularly beneficial
for patients with minimal residual hearing or
cochlear implants.
In addition, simply increasing the duration
of training might provide greater improvement.
However, our previous results suggest that increasing training duration provides diminishing
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returns. After the first week of training, test
scores increase by  2% for each doubling of
the training interval. Although benefits may
develop more slowly in more complex training
sequences,35 it seems unlikely that many HA
users would willingly undergo more than 2 to
4 months of training. Another path to improved training might be to start training during the critical period of ‘‘secondary plasticity’’
that may occur immediately after HA acquisition.36 However, the similarity of training
benefit in adults who began training immediately after receiving a hearing aid and those who
began after a delay of 8 weeks, suggests that the
precise time that training is started is not a
major factor in limiting the magnitude of improvement. Indeed, significant training effects
also were found in highly experienced HA
users.25
Finally, although we have focused on improvements in bottom-up, phoneme identification training in this review, improvements in
top-down auditory attention and memory also
can play a significant role in improving speech
comprehension in hearing-impaired listeners.37,38 In the future, many different approaches to perceptual training are likely to
provide significant and long-lasting benefit to
the speech processing of hearing-impaired individuals.
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